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About This Game

Andoran Skye 1.5 is the huge new update of the original Andoran Skye released back in 2013. Dive into the world of Andoran
once again with an all new 2.5D art style. Your goal is to tame the entity that harbors itself within the center of the planet. These

entities are known as Skyes. Mortal beings practice a sacred art taught by guardians. Only they can tame the Skye into
submission. These mortals are Staff Wielders: Generational warriors that step up to take charge. As you explore the world, you
will face many obstacles leading up to the ultimate challenge: A vicious tyrant ready to steal control of the Skye before you do.
Forget what you know about turn-based RPG. Andoran Skye 1.5 focuses on real time battles so you can stay in control 100% of

the time. Whether you are using Chain Techniques to cut an enemy off or deflecting attacks, expect to be kept on your toes.
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Title: Andoran Skye 1.5
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
OMAG Official
Publisher:
OMAG Official
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: 2.0 GHz or better

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7900 GTX or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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This is such a bad game I really regret ibought it there is such a lack og userfriendliness here I wont advice any to buy it this is
so amateurish work for 30 euro shame on you develepors for letting your customers down there is literall
y no explanation of what to do when you are stuck in missions let me get away from this game. There are far better and more
imaginative tower defense games out there. This one is a little too simplistic for my taste.. Sucks. Crappy environment, singular
position, 2 punching pages. That's it. You can more or less fabricate this experience inside any of VR game that features tracked
motion controllers. You buy it because of the picture of the lady in the icon. She exists only as a poorly scaled jpeg texture on
the wall you cannot locomote too. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IsAiSBv_EOk. this is a good game. Good mechanics,
lots of potential. You destroy other spaceships and fulfill missions, and pick up scrap from them along the way to better your
own spaceship (and I believe, build your own fleet along the way with AI modules.) What's not to like?
Friendly, responsive dev.. Mu Complex is a game about hacking into an old research complex, going through people's files, and
trying to help a mysterious AI called Lya. You do this by typing various available commands from a list to open files, unlock
computers and make your way to even more computers to do the same.

So, the consensus on this game seems to be that if you are a program/or a fan of Linux, you will be disappointed. However, I as
a non-programmer, loved this code-lite "hacking" game. It's far from real hacking, obvious to even one who is not a hacker,
because all these bozos keep their passwords on their computers in text files or hid with ciphers and codes that they reveal to
others in emails. You are also required to use google for various other puzzles, like looking up ciphers or codes or gps
coordinates. The list of available commands is small but not consistent, so that when the "camera" function shows up on a
computer, for instance, you know that you must have to use it for this puzzle, removing a lot of the mystery. I know they do that
to keep you from being overwhelmed, but it's a dead giveaway. There was one puzzle that was timed and required a LOT of
typing. I type about 60 wpm and comparable on a number pad, but the typing for that puzzle required switching between the two
and using a keystroke (the vertical bar i.e. | ) I have rarely used and so had trouble finding it quick enough to solve the puzzle. I
can't imagine anyone who can't 10 finger type solving that one. (Plus no copy/paste function! The horror!)

So, is this real hacking? Almost certainly not even close. Is it fun? Maybe not for programmers, but as a neophyte I definitely
enjoyed it. It took me about 4 hours, but there was a LOT of idle time when I was looking stuff online or trying to figure out
some programming puzzles on my own. The story is not super involved and some of the commands get tedious, but if you find it
on sale, this game is worth a buy.

7/10. Fun, but probably wouldn't replay it.. I want to start by saying this is a great game. I was looking for a classic, retro-style
game revolving around fantasy and knights, and this just ticks all the boxes.
Unfortunately it has proven to be very buggy so far which, though expected during early access, has made it a little unplayable
for now. I have played two sessions so far, and the game has frozen very quickly during both. The first time it happened after
roughly 10 minutes or so, the second time maybe 2 minutes. Basically the game stays open, the music keeps playing etc. but all
controls suddenly stop working and there's no way to exit without restarting my laptop.
Without this bug, this would definitely be my favourite game to play right now. Hopefully, if it gets fixed soon, I can have a
proper playing session and appreciate it fully!
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Waste of time.. The worst monetary decision i've ever made...

yes, worse than a selfie stick.. clash of clans pc version. Goes to install.... 1942MB.... 1942. The year 1942, it takes 1942
megabytes to download. kek

10/10 would laugh again. Will get to a -real- review once I've played it a bit more.. While it may be a dissapointment to the
game developers; the fanbase wants to see Playstation Home live on through Atom Universe. This game has a lot of potential,
and even potential to become Playstation Home's successor if they put more development into it. The truth is a PSH replica is
where the money is, however as a developer I would love to throw some personal ideas into a game I had worked so hard on as
well; I believe these are both possible.

In my opinion, the game needs more activities to do like Playstation Home had. While it may prove to be difficult, Atom
Universe might find it beneficial to create partnerships with other game developers to put custom minigames and social spaces
into the game from others, like how PSH had a bunch of sony games (for obvious reasons). Doing this, as well as throwing in a
few brand new minigames and original ideas should attract a larger fanbase from other games, as well as Playstation Home
veterans.

All in all, the game isn't bad at all, it just has a bunch of bugs and kinks to work out, and needs more content of different
varieties . Better gear and clothing shops wouldn't do harm either. With enough effort, I'm sure they can accomplish it and
become the successor to PSH in the years to come.. Just buy wallpaper engine its better
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